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About This Game

A serial killer is terrorizing the streets of Victorian London, and private investigator Sydney Emerson has hit a new low between
finding lost dogs and receiving alleyway beatings. A turn of events sees Sydney forgoing his selfish nature and thrusting himself

into perilous and increasingly surreal situations, treading a fine line between dreams and reality.

Explore the foggy streets of Victorian London in all its decadence and depravity, searching the slums, taverns, brothels and even
Sydney’s abstract dreamscapes for clues, while meeting a host of interesting, insane and eccentrically British characters along

the way.

Features

•A noir adventure laced with adult themes and dark humour.
•A faithful recreation of Victorian London, from decadence to depravity.

•Classic point and click gameplay in the vein of the LucasArts games of yore.
•Explore Sydney’s surreal dream-world for clues.

•Follow the trail of a killer, or drink until you vomit at the pub.
•Original soundtrack blends film noir and traditional Victorian instruments.
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Brainchild
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 1.8 GHZ

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GT/s 4xx or equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 350 MB available space
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Fun game and worth the price of less then a dollar for sure. IMMMMMM AMAZING or somthin. Good value at the current
$8.00 at 50% off but I would rather pay $13 just a bit more for the ADAC GT Masters Experience 2014.. 2 out of 5 Stars (I am
being generous)

Negatives:
1. This game has great potential but fails to live up to it.
2. Much of the game mechanics are cumbersome. The tech tree is predictable and short.
3. The computer AI is not aggressive even though at times while I was playing it clearly had advantages.
4. Some of the special tech advantages are not detailed in any manner and so as the player you will have no idea what you should
do.
5. Upgrading manufacturing companies is not at all detailed so its hard to decide what to do and how it will affect your fleet.

Positives:
1. One of the interesting mechanics is that you need to create negative "attitudes" against a prospective opponent. By that I
mean, you cannot attack a neighboring civ unless you first begin a negative attitude campaign and get it to a high enough level to
be able to declare war. It's a cool idea but like the rest of the game its poorly executed.

I would forgive this game if it was an Alpha or Beta but that is not the case with this game.

So 5 negative comments vs 1 positive comment = poorly made game.

DONT BUY IT. As many have said, it looks great, but the moment when you enter the hangar is probably the best of the game.
I lost interest already during the first mission - it is just too simple and boring. Nice graphics don't make up for this!. Float like
acrobats
During stop motion battles
Miss by an inch; Die

(a haiku). Expanding Survivor Mode With Areas On The Station Previously Unexplored.. Played for a little bit, it was okay.
[literally]. Creepy but great game!!. Is it worth ten dollars? Yes, but I would wait for a sale? Also yes. This game has a lot of
ways to achieve your goals but only the 5,  maybe 6 , girls to date but in the end you can only choose one and they all go through
similar trees. There aren't many dialogue choices but rather choices of what to do with your time. This smaller pool of choices
lead to a railroaded adventure but at the time that dawns on you there is plenty going on with the plot. Not going to talk much on
the plot but it was a fun one with a slow build up. All in all good game that goes with more time management then typical dating
sims and a nice indie game vibe to it. Miyu best girl.
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Great game for people who loves puzzle adventures combined with a good story. The story is good, the atmosphere and voice
actors as well. However there are some issues with the story, for me at least, there are some lose ends that was never really
explained. Either way, a really good game and I'm sad to see that the game developers had to shut down :(. 
https://www.youtube.com/edit?o=U&video_id=GKZzmXpvBHA Heres My Review Since i Didnt know how to play and Got it
from KeyMail. Old But Gold. This really delivers an amazing co-op experience... Easy to pick up while it gets more and more
challenging throughout the story, and unbelievably hard towards the end. Bring at least two people, two gamepads and a huge
screen. Definitely worth a try!. I literally have no idea what to do. Please help.
But for 59cents i guess it's okay.. Disregard my playtime, because I read the android version of "The Academy for Future
Villains" and bought it on Steam only to leave a review and to support the author. In actual fact, it is certainly more than 10
hours already, and I am currently on my third playthrough. Why does it take so long to complete it? Not only because it has a
very substantial story, but also for the reason that I read almost everything, even on my subsequent playthroughs. Yes, even the
text I've seen trice already. I don't usually reread novels, interactive or regular ones, - at least, not unless a sufficient amount of
time has passed. However, "The Academy" is too much of a joy to read. Even on my third playthrough, I still keep noticing and
appreciating small things that eluded my attention during the first and the second ones. Some scenes and interactions that I didn't
consider to be something special and didn't pay a lot of attention to back then \u2013 now acquire special meaning (like the first
encounter with Aurion, when he still is in the queue, but already has some problem with the Academy's staff; I might be wrong,
and my supposition was never confirmed nor disproved within the novel itself, at least as far as I've seen... but I think that this
hassle is one of the hints at Aurion's real origin \u2013 that, in his narrative, he was meant to be a protagonist. His bio matches
the profile of a traditional fantasy hero perfectly: born in a small town in a middle of nowhere, coming from a fortuneless
family... having a very, extremely ordinary appearance. If his designated role in the narrative really was the role of protagonist,
then the scene at the beginning of the novel makes perfect sense. To make a face-heel turn is not forbidden per se, so Aurion
was told that he has nothing to be afraid of, if he really is a person he described himself as in his application. However, there
could always be a possibility that he was a mole, who just pretended to turn to the dark side and who planned to undermine the
studying process from the inside. So, it would explain the need of additional verification).

Speaking about the characters, every interaction with them (or their interactions with each other) is a damn TREASURE. I saw
the reviews, in which people said that the characters are cliched and one-dimensional. I think, these people kinda... missed the
whole point. "The Academy" is a very meta story, the story about a narrative itself; here, the most common tropes of traditional
(and not-so-traditional) narrative are evoked. Sometimes they played straight, sometimes they are subverted, or inverted, or
deconstructed. Sometimes they are used ironically, sometimes \u2013 not so; however, what I want to say, they are played with,
and it is a very significant part of what makes this novel so good. Every character here is based on one or two fundamental tropes,
but always \u2013 with an extremely clever twist. Or two. Or three. They break out of their designated roles in their unique
fashions, and \u2013 ohgod, it is just so, so thrilling and amusing to observe them doing their things, reacting, being themselves. I
am very, very NOT indifferent about every one of them, although still have my favourites. sdfksledf AURION. His interactions
with Xi are precious, his interaction with Phil are precious, his interactions with MC are precious, and his interactions with THE
WORLD IN WHOLE are so precious it hurts. I don't even know, whether I should laugh or cry half of the time, when he appears in
the story; to think about it, his situation is kinda tragic. And when he fails at something, it is always both painful and hilarious. The
way he respects the ones who were evil to him and made his life a bit (or a lot) more awful, because by doing so they embody the
ideals Aurion believes in, is very amusing and fascinating, and, well, fun to watch. But it also pains to watch him fail, because he
deserves to succeed and to get what he wants more than anyone. He worked so, so hard towards it, and he was damn smart about
it. Such determination, drive, intelligence and capability should be rewarded! With something good. However, unfortunately, he has
a fundamental aversion to "good". And he would also hate to be viewed as sympathetic. :D
Not to mention the fact that, working so much on being evil, more than anyone in the Academy, apparently (may be, even more
than anyone in the history of the Academy), - he still doesn't really succeeds in it. He talks so much about bringing pain and
destruction, being treacherous and cruel, but achieves his exceptional grades almost entirely through honest studying, and,
apparently, is not even capable of a proper betrayal. He had every opportunity for backstabbing, but preferred to announce his
intentions, even if that meant putting himself at disadvantage. It looks to me like he couldn't escape his protagonist origin, no matter
how hard he tried. What an unfortunate fellow. T__T xD

But enough about that, or I'm going to bump into the word-limit. I just want to highlight again: for me, it is a very special CoG, and
I consider it a work of pure brilliance. Clever, inventive, witty, genre-bending, giving the player vast opportunities for role-playing,
choosing sides, switching sides (if MC changed their mind for some reason). There is a lot to uncover in the story: to learn more
about its characters, to learn more about the MC themselves, to learn more about the conflict between their mother and professor
Cerebrist, to be entangled deeper in the war within the Academy, to determine what it means to be a villain... At all times, I felt
engrossed into the story, emotionally involved; I felt like the decisions of the MC were meaningful and consequential, and were to
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be taken seriously \u2013 but still there always were enough freedom to choose how to proceed in the way I thought viable and in-
character, and not everything was about the MC and revolved around them. The world of this novel is alive, and the characters
would take their actions, even when there is no MC to see them and to influence them; however, the MC plays a very satisfying part
in everything that happens and has their means to influence the course of events and the actions of other characters \u2013 within
the boundaries dictated by their personalities, of course. In both of my complete playthroughs, I also felt that my characters
changed during the course of events. Not because I failed to make the choices that the people with their personalities would make,
but because the experience of living through the events and interacting with other characters influenced them and changed their
worldview and behaviour. And this is the best possible journey through the story. It feels substantial, significant and satisfying. I
loved the experience.

10\/10, and the title of one of the two most favourite CoGs and HGs of all time (and I played more than a half of the whole
existing bunch).
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